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We study the time evolution of entanglement entropy and entanglement spectrum in a finite-size system which
crosses a quantum phase transition at different speeds. We focus on the transverse-field Ising model with a
time-dependent magnetic field, which is linearly tuned on a time scale τ . The time evolution of the entanglement
entropy displays different regimes depending on the value of τ , showing also oscillations which depend on the
instantaneous energy spectrum. The entanglement spectrum is characterized by a rich dynamics where multiple
crossings take place with a gap-dependent frequency. Moreover, we investigate the Kibble-Zurek scaling of the
entanglement entropy and Schmidt gap.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent times, there have been considerable experimental
and consequent theoretical advances in the study of the
dynamics of closed quantum many-body systems (for a review
of both the experimental and theoretical aspects, see Ref. [1]).
In this work we will deal with the problem of studying the
time evolution of a closed quantum many-body system at
T = 0, when it is driven from one phase to another by allowing
the coupling constants in the Hamiltonian to change in time.
Typical evolution protocols are the so-called slow quenches,
where the velocities of the variations of the couplings are finite,
or, on the contrary, sudden quenches, when such couplings
are instantaneously varied to a different value and then left
constant. Here we will discuss the physical behavior of an
integrable system, namely the Ising chain in a transverse field
[2–4], in the whole range of velocities according to which we
let the magnetic field to vary.

One-dimensional problems may be tackled with generally
powerful numerical methods such as t-DMRG [5–7] or TEBD
[8]. It is well known that the final efficiency of such methods
is related to the amount of entanglement of the considered
state [9], a quantity which is expected to diverge when getting
closer to a phase transition. However, at least in the static
case, the behavior of entanglement (and more specifically of
entanglement entropy) has a universal character so that it can
be used as an estimator of quantum correlations [10] and to
detect as well as to classify quantum phase transitions also in
fully interacting models [11–16].

Thus, it is natural to ask whether the dynamical behavior
of a closed quantum system, especially when crossing a phase
transition, can be described by looking at the dynamics of
entanglement entropy and entanglement spectrum, a topic on
which there are only a few general results [17–20].

The aim of this work is to investigate this question in a
paradigmatic example: the Ising chain in a time-dependent
transverse field, a problem which allows for an exact solution
at any instant of time [2–4]. The plan of the work is the
following. In Sec. II we define the notion of entanglement
entropy and entanglement spectrum and present the model and
its phases. In Sec. III we describe the dynamics when letting the
system go from the paramagnetic to the ferromagnetic phase

by controlling the speed with which we change the magnetic
field. We will examine the adiabatic regime, the sudden-quench
situation, and the cases with intermediate speeds. Then we will
see how these results are related to the so-called Kibble-Zurek
mechanism [21,22] in its quantum version [23], by looking
both at the scaling of entanglement entropy and the so-called
Schmidt gap [24,25] in the entanglement spectrum. In Sec.
IV we perform a similar analysis when the system evolves
from the ferromagnetic to the paramagnetic phase. We end the
work with conclusions and outlooks in Sec. V, and with three
appendices where we have reported technical details of the
calculations.

II. THE MODEL

In this work, we are interested in the time evolution of
bipartite quantities, such as the entanglement entropy and the
entanglement spectrum, which are defined in the following
way [26]. Starting from a one-dimensional chain of L sites,
we consider a subsystem A containing � < L adjacent sites, Ā
being its complement. The reduced density matrix is obtained
from the pure density matrix of the ground state of the whole
chain, ρ = |GS〉〈GS|, as

ρA = TrĀρ. (1)

The so-called entanglement spectrum is the set {λn} of the
eigenvalues of ρA; the entanglement entropy is defined as

S = −TrAρA log2 ρA (2)

and computed as

S = −
∑

n

λn log2 λn. (3)

In what follows we take as subsystem the half chain; i.e.,
� = L/2. We checked that the main findings of this work are
not changed qualitatively if we take a different �.

In the following, we consider the Ising model in a transverse
field [2–4]:

H = −J

2

L∑
j=1

[
σ z

j σ z
j+1 + hσx

j

]
, (4)
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where L is the system size and we have periodic boundary
conditions (PBCs); �σ are the Pauli matrices, and h = h(t)
is a time-dependent magnetic field (moreover, we assume
� = J = 1, so that the energies are measured in units of
J ). As recalled in Appendix A, the model is exactly solv-
able by a sequence of Jordan-Wigner–Fourier–Bogolyubov
transformations; the eigenenergies and the corresponding
eigenstates are completely known. Remarkably, the spectrum
divides into two sectors, labeled by the quantum number
α ≡ ∏L

j=1 σx
j = ±1; at finite size, the ground state always

belongs to the α = 1 sector [27], which is the one we will
deal with in this work. Moreover, the model is one of the
prototypical playgrounds for quantum phase transitions [3].
Indeed, varying h, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4) displays (in the
thermodynamic limit) a quantum critical point at h = 1, which
separates the paramagnetic (h > 1) and the ferromagnetic
(0 � h < 1) phases [3] (the negative part of the phase line
is the mirror reflection of the positive one, because of the
Z2 symmetry under the canonical transformation σx

j → −σx
j

[4]). The low-energy physics of such a quantum critical point
is described by a conformal field theory [28] of central charge
c = 1/2. Its correlation length and dynamic critical exponents
are given by ν = z = 1 [29].

We make the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4) explicitly time
dependent by letting h = h(t) change linearly in time, from
an initial value hi to a final one hf :

h(t) = hi + sgn(hf − hi)
t

τ
, (5)

where τ is the time scale of the ramping and t ∈ [0,tf ],
with tf = |hf − hi |τ (time is measured in units of 1/J ). The
dynamics of the model is also exactly accessible [30], as we
recall in Appendix B (see also Ref. [31]). As we shall see, very
different dynamic behaviors are expected for different values
of τ .

III. PARAMAGNET TO FERROMAGNET

In this section we study the ramping from the paramagnetic
sector of the phase diagram (hi > 1) to the ferromagnetic one
(hf < 1). This is the setting for the study of the Kibble-Zurek
mechanism in the one-dimensional quantum Ising model [23].

A. Initial structure of the entanglement spectrum

Let us start by studying the initial condition for bipartite
quantities. To this aim it is useful to first understand the limit
hi → ∞.

In this case the ground state of the system at t = 0 looks
like

|0〉 ≡
L∏

j=1

| →〉j , (6)

where we denote with | →〉j ,| ←〉j the state with Sx
j = ±�/2,

respectively. Of course, this is not the exact ground state for
finite hi 
 1, but, at first order in perturbation theory, it is easy

to show that the latter is given by

|GS〉 = N

⎡
⎣|0〉 + 1

4h

L∑
j=1

|j,j + 1〉
⎤
⎦ (7)

with |j,j + 1〉 being the state with two spin flips at sites j ,
j + 1:

|j,j + 1〉 ≡ | ←〉j | ←〉j+1

L∏
k=1

k �=j,j+1

| →〉k. (8)

N ≡ (1 + L
16h2 )−

1
4 is the normalization coefficient (this usually

neglected normalization factor is necessary to obtain a good
agreement with numerical results).

The zero-temperature density matrix of the system is given
by

ρ = |GS〉〈GS|, (9)

and the reduced density matrix ρA = TrĀρ of the half chain
A = {1, · · · ,L/2} (we will always choose this bipartition) is
seen to take the form

ρA = (|0〉A, |2p〉A, |1〉A, |L/2〉A)RA

⎛
⎜⎝

A〈0|
A〈2p|
A〈1|
A〈L/2|

⎞
⎟⎠ ,

(10)

|0〉A being the paramagnetic state relative to subsystem A.
Also,

|2p〉A ≡
(

L

2
− 1

)− 1
2

L
2 −1∑
j=1

|j,j + 1〉,

|1〉A ≡ | ←〉1

L
2∏

j=2

| →〉j ,

|L/2〉A ≡ | ←〉L/2

L
2 −1∏
j=1

| →〉j ,

(11)

and

RA ≡ N2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 + L
2 −1
16h2

√
L
2 −1

4h
0 0√

L
2 −1

4h

L
2 −1
16h2 0 0

0 0 1
16h2 0

0 0 0 1
16h2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (12)

The form ofRA shows that |1〉A and |L/2〉A are true eigenstates
of ρA; diagonalizing the remaining block it can be seen
that, for large enough h, the remaining two eigenstates are
superpositions of |0〉A and |2p〉A, one in which the paramagnet
dominates and the other in which |2p〉A dominates. A numer-
ical analysis shows that the largest eigenvalue is associated
with the first one, while the smallest with the second; the ones
associated with the single flipped states |1〉A and |L/2〉A are of
course degenerate, and occupy the second and third position
in magnitude.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Dynamics of the entanglement entropy for
L = 50, hi = 1.4, hf = 0.4. Main panel: S(t) for different values of
τ (dashed vertical line: location of the critical point). Inset: S̃(t) as
defined in Eq. (14) for the same values of τ as in the main panel.

B. General dynamical features

The aim of this section is to show that just few eigenvalues
contribute to the entanglement dynamics of the system. To see
this, we first compute the entanglement entropy for a half-chain
bipartition, as explained in Appendix C [see Eq. (C5)]. The
results for L = 50, hi = 1.4, hf = 0.4, and different values of
τ are shown in the main panel of Fig. 1.

Then, we compute the first four eigenvalues of the reduced
density matrix of A and consider their sum

W4(t) =
4∑

n=1

λn(t), (13)

which is shown in Fig. 2.
We notice that W4 is very close to unity for fast rampings

(τ � 1) and, away from the critical value of h, for nearly
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Sum of the first four eigenvalues of the
reduced density matrix W4 [see Eq. (13)] for L = 50, hi = 1.4, hf =
0.4, and different values of τ .

adiabatic rampings (τ � 500). In all other cases the weight of
the first four eigenvalues is always at least ∼0.97; moreover,
this seems to be quite L independent (not shown). Therefore,
in the following, we will always consider just the first four
eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix. By means of the
latter eigenvalues, we can compute a “partial” entanglement
entropy:

S̃(t) = −
4∑

n=1

λn(t) log2 λn(t). (14)

We show this quantity in the inset of Fig. 1, where we see that,
apart from a small quantitative discrepancy, the qualitative
behavior is indeed the same as the one of the true entanglement
entropy S(t).

In Secs. III C–III E we will study the dynamics of the
entanglement spectrum in detail (Fig. 3). The entanglement
spectrum at the initial value hi is very close to the one described
in Sec. III A (large-field case). As we shall see, it displays, as
well as entanglement entropy, a different dynamical qualitative
behavior depending on the value of τ . Unless explicitly stated,
we choose L = 50 (postponing the discussion of size effects
to Sec. III F) and show our results for a ramping from hi = 1.4
to hf = 0.4. We choose these values of the initial and final
magnetic field in order to restrict the range of integration of
the ODEs, Eq. (B6).

C. Adiabatic and sudden regimes

We begin by considering very large values of τ , i.e., a
quasiadiabatic quench; see for example the curve at τ = 500
of Fig. 1 and panel (a) of Fig. 3.

We observe that during the evolution the entanglement
entropy and the entanglement spectrum closely follow the
static values, i.e., those obtained from the ground state of
the system at each value of h(t), the only difference being
represented by some small oscillations, that will be discussed
in Sec. III E. This behavior is expected from the adiabatic
theorem [32] and as a consequence of the finite size of the
system. Indeed the energy gap closes as a function of the
inverse size, remaining nonzero for any finite L, so that in
this case it is always possible to reach the adiabatic limit
provided τ is large enough (see also Sec. III F). More precisely,
as shown by Cincio et al. in Ref. [20], the probability of
having an adiabatic evolution at size L is given by P (τ ) =
1 − exp(−2π3τ/L2), so that the maximum rate (∼1/τ ) at
which the evolution is adiabatic decays as 1/L2.

We then consider the opposite regime, with very small
values of τ , i.e., very fast quenches: we show this situation
in Fig. 1 (curve with τ = 0.1 of the main panel) and Fig. 3(b).
The entanglement entropy and the entanglement spectrum do
not evolve at all, as expected from the adiabatic theorem,
independently of the size of the system.

D. Fast sweeps

We consider now rampings that are slower than sudden
ones, but much faster than adiabatic ones; we call them fast
sweeps, and, for our system sizes, they correspond to τ =
1–20. For the sake of clarity, for both the entanglement entropy
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Dynamics of the entanglement spectrum for L = 50, hi = 1.4, and hf = 0.4. Black dashed, red dot-dot-dashed,
green solid, and blue dash-dotted lines correspond to the dynamical first, second, third, and fourth eigenvalue of the reduced density matrix of
the half chain, respectively. Different panels refer to (a): τ = 500; (b): τ = 0.1; (c): τ = 1; (d): τ = 8; (e): τ = 30; (f): τ = 100. In panels (b),
(c), and (d) the red and green lines are overlaid. The cyan lines in panel (a) show the ground-state values of the first four eigenvalues. The inset
in panel (d) is a zoom of the crossing point.

and the entanglement spectrum it is useful first to consider the
faster regime τ ∼ 1 and then slower rampings τ ∼ 10–20.

Starting from faster rampings (see curves with τ = 1 and 5
in the main panel of Fig. 1), the entanglement entropy increases
linearly in the region close to the phase transition: this behavior
can be related to the results of Calabrese and Cardy [18]
relative to a sudden quench to a conformal critical point. In
their case, the entanglement entropy is predicted to grow (at
least in the first part of its evolution) linearly, with a slope
related to the central charge of the underlying conformal field
theory. Even if our case is different from the cited one because
of the finite ramping speed, we can try to apply this picture.
Indeed, close to the critical point, the correlation length and
relaxation time are large, so that the system behaves as critical
for a finite interval of h.

The behavior of the entanglement spectrum is of course
related to the one of the entanglement entropy and is shown
in panel (c) of Fig. 3. In this regime of τ , the first eigenvalue
decreases, while the remaining three increase: this results in
a growth of the entanglement entropy that we observe [26].
Remarkably, the second and third eigenvalues of the reduced
density matrix remain degenerate even during this kind of
evolution: indeed, these eigenvalues correspond, at t = 0, to
the eigenstates |1〉 and |L/2〉 (see Sec. III A), and the time
evolution, as shown by a perturbative analysis (that we are not
going to report), does not break this degeneracy, at least for
these values of τ .

The second regime is encountered by further increasing τ

(see for example curves with τ = 8,10, and 30 in the main
panel of Fig. 1). In such cases, the entanglement entropy still
presents a linear-growth region, which does not last to the
end of the sweep, ending in an oscillatory region, in which
the entanglement entropy alternates between maxima and
minima, with variable frequency. This behavior has already

been observed in a thermodynamic-limit study of the dynamics
of entanglement entropy [19], and has been ascribed to the
fact that the system ends up, after passing the critical point,
in a superposition of excited states of the instantaneous
Hamiltonian. In particular, the oscillation frequency has been
predicted to scale as

ω(t) ≈ �(t), (15)

�(t) being the energy gap of the instantaneous Hamiltonian,
given by Eq. (4). To verify this prediction in our finite-size
system, we evolve the ground state of H (t = 0) according to
the protocol

h(t) =
{

hi − t
τ
, 0 � t �

(
hi − hf

)
τ,

hf , t >
(
hi − hf

)
τ,

(16)

i.e., the usual ramping of Eq. (5) followed, in the end, by an
evolution according to the final Hamiltonian. The result is that
in the second part of the evolution the entropy oscillates with
a constant frequency [Fig. 4(a)], and such an oscillation is
superimposed on another one, much smaller in amplitude and
period (plus an increasing power-law trend). To determine
the period of the first one, we fit the right part of the
curve in Fig. 4(a) by means of the seven-parameter formula
y = a0 + a1x

a2 + a3 cos( 2πx
a4

+ a5)/xa6 , that turns out to be
a very suitable fitting equation (apart from the subdominant
oscillatory behavior); a4 is directly the period of the oscillation.
After getting from the fits the values of the periods for several
values of hf , we can plot them as a function of �(t) (the gap
is computed from the exact solution; see Appendix A). The
results are shown in Fig. 4(b): the behavior of the oscillation
period as a function of the gap is compatible with a 1/x law.
This check confirms, as we shall see in Sec. III F, that the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Panel (a): evolution of the entanglement
entropy according to the protocol (16) for τ = 10. Panel (b):
oscillation period as a function of the energy gap (hi = 1.4, hf ∈
[0.31,0.4]); the fit is performed by means of the formula y =
a0 + a1/x. Panel (c): time at which the eigenvalues of the reduced
density matrix cross as a function of τ , for τ ∈ [8,17]. Black dots:
numerical data; red line: fitting formula y = a0 + a1/x

a2 , giving
a0 = 0.428193 (critical point: 0.4). Panel (d): same as in (b), but
with hi = 1.5, hf ∈ [0.41,0.5], and τ = 30.

physics in this regime is the same as in the thermodynamic
limit.

We now investigate the behavior of the entanglement
spectrum in this regime. As shown in Fig. 3(d), the decreasing
of the first eigenvalue and the growth of the remaining ones
continue until they cross, all at the same point. Moreover,
this crossing structure recurs also for later times in an almost
periodic pattern (not shown). This behavior is very peculiar,
and we shall investigate it in detail. First of all, it must be
noticed that the crossings correspond, as expected, to the
maxima of entanglement entropy and that this oscillatory
behavior starts only after the system has crossed the critical
point. This fact is easily confirmed by plotting the crossing
time tcr as a function of τ . The result is shown in Fig. 4(c):
the data can be fitted by a power law, showing that, for
τ → ∞, the crossing point converges with good precision
to the critical point (strictly speaking, we could not take the
limit τ → ∞, since, for larger τ , the behavior of the system
tends to become adiabatic; however, this extrapolation shows
that the oscillations, also present for larger τ , always have the
same nature; see Sec. III E). We have also verified that the
crossing time tcr does not depend on the size of the system
at fixed τ (not shown): this fact represents further evidence of
the fact that the physics, for these values of τ , coincides with
the thermodynamic-limit one.

By magnifying the crossing region [see inset of Fig. 3(d)],
it becomes manifest that the fourfold crossing is actually a
crossing between the first and the fourth eigenvalue, while the
second and the third continue evolving parallel to each other.

A question which might arise is, what are the signatures of
the crossing of the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix on
observable quantities? As an example, we can get an insight
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Main panel: time evolution of the expecta-
tion value of the density of left spins on the first four eigenstates of the
reduced density matrix [cf. Eq. (17)] for a ramping of the magnetic
field from hi = 6 to hf = −1 with τ = 1 and L = 18 sites. Panel
(a): zoom of the main panel around the crossing point, with the usual
color code. Panel (b): corresponding dynamics of the entanglement
spectrum in the same time interval of panel (a).

in this direction by computing the expectation value of the
density of left spins on each of the eigenstates, defined by

ρx(j,t) ≡ 1

�

�∑
i=1

〈j (t)|1

2

(
1 − σx

i

)|j (t)〉, (17)

|j (t)〉 being the j th eigenstate of the reduced density matrix
at time t (j = 1,2,3,4). Since the latter states are many-body
objects, in order to compute ρx we use exact diagonalization,
with the time evolution performed via the time-dependent
Lanczos algorithm [33] (in a recent study [34], Zamora and
collaborators were able to compute similar quantities in the
free-fermions approach). Our results are summarized in Fig. 5
for a quench with hi = 6 and hf = −1 and L = 18 sites.
The choice of this interval of h, much larger than the ones
considered up to now, is due to the small size of the system.
However, the crossing of the eigenvalues λi has the same
structure as in the inset of Fig. 3(d).

First of all we notice from the main panel that for all the four
eigenstates the density ρx increases during the time evolution.
This is expected, since the operator σ z

j σ z
j+1 rules the evolution

of the system, by creating pairs of left spins. Almost at the end
of the evolution the densities approach each other, in a way
which is magnified in Fig. 5(a). The densities corresponding to
the first and the fourth eigenvalue, i.e., ρx(1,t) and ρx(4,t), are
first exchanged at a time t ∼ 6.81, in correspondence with the
crossing of λ1 and λ4, and then cross each other a t ∼ 6.86. The
important information which we can extract from Fig. 5(a) is
that the main contribution to the density of flips in the half chain
[which is the physical meaning of ρx(1,t)] changes the profile
of its time evolution in correspondence with the crossings of
the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix. In particular, if
we follow the black symbols in Fig. 5(a), the density ρx(1,t)
increases more slowly after the crossing.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Panel (a): dynamics of the entanglement
spectrum for a ramping from hi = 6.0 to hf = 0, with τ = 10 and
L = 18. Panel (b): expectation value of the density of left spins.

E. Slow sweeps

The last regime is observed for τ � 20; a typical situation is
shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). As Fig. 3(e) shows, the second and
the third eigenvalues begin to separate, and then the crossing of
the first and the fourth begins to become an avoided crossing;
for larger values of τ , as shown in Fig. 3(f), this separation
continues and the dynamical structure of the spectrum gets
closer to the static one, i.e., the one of Fig. 3(a). In all cases,
the crossings take now place between the first and second,
third and fourth eigenvalues; remarkably, they take place at
the same times for the first and the second couple. On the
other hand, the entanglement entropy, as shown in the main
panel of Fig. 1 (curves with τ = 100), at the beginning of the
evolution is practically coincident with the static one, and at
a certain point begins to grow; however, it begins to oscillate
around a value that is smaller than the ones of Sec. III D, and
that decreases as τ increases. This behavior of entanglement
spectrum and entanglement entropy can be ascribed to the
approaching of the adiabatic regime. However, as already
observed in Sec. III C, the oscillation studied in Sec. III D
survives as a sign of nonadiabaticity, but this time between
the first and the second two eigenvalues. Even in this case,
performing the same analysis as in Sec. III D, we can show
that the period of such oscillation at the instant t decreases as
a function of the inverse gap of H (t) [see Fig. 4(d)].

By taking a small system with τ in this slow regime, we can
proceed as in Sec. III D to compute the expectation value of
the density of left spins [see Eq. (17)]; we show our results in
Fig. 6. In panel (a) the dynamics of the eigenvalues is shown to
be analogous to that of Fig. 3(f). In panel (b) of Fig. 6 we first
observe a crossing of the density of left spins corresponding
to the first and third eigenstate, immediately followed by a
crossing of the second and the fourth and another involving the
first and the fourth eigenstate. When the crossings of the λj (t)

take place, the densities of left spins exchange and, at different
times, cross each other, until at the end of the evolution we
observe two pairs of self-avoiding levels. Even in this case, the
density of left spins is the only quantity displaying crossings
in correspondence of the crossing of the eigenvalues (up to a
nonsynchronization of the exchanges of the eigenvalues and
the crossings themselves).

F. Kibble-Zurek physics

In this section, we discuss the Kibble-Zurek scaling [21,22]
of two quantities, i.e., the already considered entanglement
entropy and the Schmidt gap [24,25], i.e., the difference
between the two largest eigenvalues in the entanglement
spectrum. A discussion of this mechanism for the XY model
may be found in Refs. [23], [35], [36], and [37].

In its original formulation, the Kibble-Zurek mechanism
is able, on the basis of extremely simple approximations,
to predict the scaling of the number of topological defects
produced after the dynamical transition of a critical point. The
key assumption underlying the mechanism is that the evolution
can be divided, for suitable ramping velocities, into three parts:
a first adiabatic one, where the wave function of the system
coincides with the ground state of H (t); a second impulsive
one, where the wave function of the system is practically
frozen, due to the large relaxation time close to the critical
point; a third adiabatic one, as the system is driven away
from the critical point [23]. This division takes the name of
adiabatic-impulse-adiabatic approximation [38]. What plays
a role in this kind of mechanism is the correlation length ξ̂ at
the times of passage between the different regimes, that can be
seen to scale, for a linear quench of inverse velocity τ , as [22]

ξ̂ ≈ τ
ν

1+zν , (18)

ν and z being the critical exponents of the crossed quantum
critical point [29].

1. Entanglement entropy

Any quantity that is directly related to the correlation
length is suitable to a Kibble-Zurek analysis. In particular,
close to a conformal critical point of conformal charge c, the
entanglement entropy has been shown by Calabese and Cardy
to diverge, in an infinite system, as [39]

S = c

6
log2 ξ + const. (19)

In particular, we remark that, because of the infinite size of
the system, subsystem A possesses just one effective boundary.
The entanglement entropy after the quench is therefore easily
seen to scale as [19]

S = cν

6(1 + zν)
log2 τ + const. (20)

The prefactor of the logarithm is 1/24, since in the Ising case
ν = z = 1 and c = 1/2. This clearly holds in the thermody-
namic limit, where the gap is strictly closed at the critical point.
In our case, at finite size, we expect some deviations from
the Kibble-Zurek behavior for large τ . We plot the results
we obtain in Fig. 7: as expected, we observe a progressive
breakdown of the Kibble-Zurek prediction lowering L (see
also the inset of Fig. 7).
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Main panel: entanglement entropy at the
final instant of the evolution for τ ∈ [1,200] at different system
sizes (L = 10–100, from bottom to top). Dashed maroon line:
y = 1

12 log2 x + const. Inset: entanglement entropy at the final instant
of the evolution for τ = 100 as a function of the system size L.

A few other remarks are in order: First, Eq. (19) has to
be modified, since, because of its finite size, subsystem A

possesses two boundaries; therefore, Eq. (19) is modified
by doubling the prefactor of the logarithm [39] (see also
Ref. [20]). Moreover, it is evident that the logarithmic behavior
expected from the Kibble-Zurek mechanism is superimposed
on an oscillating behavior, as already observed in Ref. [19]: it is
clearly a reflex of the oscillating structure of the entanglement
entropy as a function of time, studied in Secs. III D and III E.
Third, we observe that for small values of τ , the curves at
different sizes are practically coincident. This coincidence is
lost for larger values of τ ’s, depending on L: the velocities
at which this coincidence is observed are the ones at which
the physics is practically the one of the thermodynamic
limit. For example, at L = 50, the physics is practically the
thermodynamic limit one up to τ ≈ 15.

Finally, we note that, remarkably, the τ ’s that correspond
to the passage from the fast to the slow regime (the τ ’s
for which the crossing between the first and the fourth
eigenvalue of the reduced density matrix begin to disap-
pear) correspond to the breakdown of the Kibble-Zurek, or,
equivalently, thermodynamic-limit physics. This fact could
be verified by a direct thermodynamic-limit investigation (as,
e.g., in Ref. [19]), and could represent, in principle, a very
simple tool to check the equivalence between finite-size and
thermodynamic-limit physics.

2. Schmidt gap

As already mentioned above, the Schmidt gap �S is defined
as the difference between the two highest eigenvalues of the
reduced density matrix. It has been very recently shown [24]
to be related to the correlation length, i.e.,

�S ≈ ξ−z, (21)

and therefore its Kibble-Zurek scaling is

�S ≈ τ− zν
1+zν . (22)

100τ

0.01

1

Δ S
 (

t f)

L=80
L=90
L=100
L=110
L=150

50 100 150
L

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

τ = 100

FIG. 8. (Color online) Main panel: Schmidt gap at the final
instant of the evolution for τ ∈ [15,150] at different system sizes
(L = 80–150, from bottom to top). Black line: y ≈ x−1/2. Inset:
Schmidt gap at the final instant of the evolution for τ = 100 as a
function of the system size L.

In our case the exponent of τ in Eq. (22) is −1/2.
In Fig. 8 we present the data for the scaling of the Schmidt

gap at the end of the ramping as a function of τ . At fixed
L the shape of each curve shows cusps as a function of τ

(which correspond to crossings of the first two eigenvalues
of the reduced density matrix) superimposed to an overall
power-law decay. First we comment on these non-analyticities
and then discuss the scaling with τ . We suggest a possible
relation of the zeros of the Schmidt gap with the dynamical
phase transitions first discussed by Heyl et al. [40]. These
transitions manifest themselves as periodic non-analyticities of
the free-energy density in the thermodynamic limit. Although
in the latter paper only the case of a sudden quench is explicitly
considered, in the same reference a connection is done with the
non-analytic behavior of the Loschmidt echo [19]. In that work
they consider the case of finite-velocity ramping followed by

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
| h(t) - h

i
 |

0.5

1

1.5

2

S 
( 

t )
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τ = 500
τ = 100
τ = 50
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τ = 30
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τ = 5
τ = 1
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Δ (h
f
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T
 / 

τ

FIG. 9. (Color online) Main panel: dynamics of the entanglement
entropy S(t) for L = 50, hi = 0.5, hf = 1.5, and different values of
τ (dashed vertical line: location of the critical point). Inset, black
dots: period of oscillation of the entropy as a function of the gap at
h = hf (hi = 0.5, hf = 1.41,1.42, . . . ,1.5) with τ = 50. Red line:
fit with y = a0 + a1/x.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Dynamics of the entanglement spectrum with L = 50, hi = 0.5, and hf = 1.5. Red/blue/green/brown line:
dynamical first/second/third/fourth eigenvalue of the reduced density matrix of the half chain. Panels (a)–(f): τ = 500, 0.1, 5, 30, 40, 100. The
cyan lines in panel (a) show the ground-state values of the first four eigenvalues. In panels (b) and (c) black and red, green and blue data are
almost coincident.

an evolution with constant magnetic field [19], i.e., a protocol
similar to Eq. (16). We have verified that applying the same
protocol, during the evolution at fixed magnetic field, the
Schmidt gap as a function of time shows periodic cusps, with
the period depending on τ , in analogy with the Loschmidt echo
[19]. In the case of a sudden quench, cusps of the Schmidt
gap are also found in Ref. [41] by Torlai et al., who also
suggest a relation with the dynamical phase transitions. We
then suggest that the non-analyticities of the Schmidt gap
at tf = τ |hf − hi | for different τ shown in Fig. 8 may be
interpreted as an early-time indication of dynamical phase
transition.

Concerning the power-law scaling as a function of τ , as
expected from the behavior of the entanglement entropy, for
each τ the Schmidt gap tends to converge to a finite value
increasing the size L, as shown in the inset of Fig. 8. We expect

1 10 100τ
1e-12

1e-08

0.0001

1

Δ S
 (

t f)

L = 50
L = 60
L = 80
L = 100
L = 120
L = 140

FIG. 11. (Color online) Schmidt gap at the final instant of the
evolution for τ ∈ [1,200] at different system sizes for a ramping
from hi = 1.5 to hf = 0.5.

the scaling function of Eq. (22) to be compatible with the
numerical results. What we actually find is something more,
i.e., that Eq. (22) almost perfectly interpolates the maxima of
the curves at large system sizes.

IV. FERROMAGNET TO PARAMAGNET

In this section, we perform the same analysis discussed in
Sec. III, but now for the transition from the ferromagnetic to
the paramagnetic region. This transition is much less studied
in literature than the previous one (but see Ref. [35]), since it
is not related to the Kibble-Zurek mechanism; however, it is
still interesting to consider it in the present work.

A. Initial structure of the entanglement spectrum

Let us consider now the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4), for
simplicity, with h = 0. The ground space takes the form
span {|up〉,|down〉}, with |up〉 ≡ ∏L

j=1 |↑〉j and |down〉 ≡∏L
j=1 |↓〉j . At finite size, the ground state always belongs

to the α = 1 sector (see Appendix A): therefore, since
σx |↑〉 = |↓〉 and vice versa, it is easily seen to be (up to a
phase)

|GS,+〉 ≡ 1√
2

(|up〉 + |down〉) . (23)

The zero-temperature density matrix of the system is
therefore

ρ = |GS,+〉〈GS, + | (24)

and the correspondent reduced density matrix is, for
general A,

ρA = 1
2 (|up〉A, |down〉A)I2

(
A〈up|
A〈down|

)
. (25)
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The initial entanglement structure is much simpler than in the
other case, just two equally weighted eigenstates playing a
role.

B. Dynamics of entanglement entropy and
entanglement spectrum

We work with L = 50 and set the initial value of the
magnetic field to hi = 0.5. The reason of this choice is that the
entanglement spectrum is practically identical to the predicted
one at h = 0, with just two equal eigenvalues different from
zero, but we can take the advantage of solving the ODEs to
shorter times at fixed τ . The final value of the magnetic field
is set to hf = 1.5.

Similarly to what found in Sec. III, we observe the two
limiting regimes, the adiabatic and the sudden one, respectively
for large and small values of τ (see Figs. 9 and 10) and,
at intermediate values of τ we find the regimes described
in Sec. III. Remarkably, as already mentioned, oscillations
in the entanglement entropy are present (see Fig. 9) and,
similarly to what we discussed in Sec. III, their origin can
be traced to the partially excited nature of the wave function
after passing the critical point. Indeed, we can let the system
evolve with protocol of Eq. (16) and study the period of the
oscillations of the entropy when t > (hf − hi)τ as a function
of the dynamical gap at the final value of the magnetic field
h = hf . Analogously to the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic
quench, we find that the period scales inversely proportional
to the gap, as we show in the inset of Fig. 9.

The four largest eigenvalues of the entanglement spectrum
are degenerate in pairs before crossing the critical point [see
all the panels of Fig. 10 for |h(t) − hi | < 0.5]. After crossing
the transition, the structure of the eigenvalues changes, so
that only the second and the third eigenvalues are degenerate
in the adiabatic limit, as we show in Fig. 10(a). For slow
rampings, these eigenvalues cross each other with a regular
pattern analogous to that of Figs. 3(a) and 3(f). The Schmidt
gap is finite in this limit, apart from cusps originating from
the oscillation of λ1 and λ2, as shown in Fig. 11 for τ � 30.
On the contrary, if the ramping of the magnetic field is fast,
the two pairs of eigenvalues remain almost degenerate, so that
the Schmidt gap is several orders of magnitude smaller than
in the adiabatic limit, as shown in Fig. 11 for τ � 10.

We conclude this section with two comments: first, going
from the sudden to the adiabatic limit, the Schmidt gap
increases sharply (see Fig. 11 for τ ∼ 10–40); second, com-
paring Figs. 10 and 11 at L = 50, τ = 30, it emerges that the
crossing of the first and the second eigenvalue, giving rise to
the cusp in the Schmidt gap, is isolated, because it corresponds
to a narrow region of τ where the degeneracy of λ1 and λ2 is
only slightly lifted, but for slower quenches these crossings
disappear.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have examined the dynamical evolution
of the quantum Ising chain in a transverse magnetic field
by looking at the entanglement entropy and entanglement
spectrum, in particular in the case of a ramping from the
paramagnetic to the ferromagnetic phase, and vice versa. We
made the Hamiltonian time-dependent by letting the magnetic

field vary linearly in time with a varying time scale τ , obtaining
three qualitatively different regimes: an adiabatic one (large
τ ) when the system evolves according the instantaneous
ground state; a sudden quench (small τ ) when the system is
essentially frozen to its initial state; and an intermediate one,
where complicated behaviors occur. In particular, the most
interesting feature we observe is the arising, in this regime, of
dynamical multiple crossings of the first Schmidt eigenvalues:
this effect is partially understood by means of an analysis of
the fine structure of the corresponding eigenvectors, even if its
general explanation, together with its observation in different
models, is still missing. However, the physics of the dynamical
evolution is well understood by looking at the behavior in
time of the entanglement spectrum, starting from which one
can study both universal quantities (scaling exponents) and
physical phenomena, such as the Kibble-Zurek mechanism,
that may manifest during the evolution.

We may conclude that entanglement entropy and entangle-
ment spectrum seem to be, for the dynamical evolution as in
the static case, a powerful tool to investigate the physics of a
closed quantum many-body system crossing a phase transition
at T = 0. We have explicitly used this technique to study a
paradigmatic exactly integrable system such as the quantum
Ising chain in a transverse magnetic field, but investigation
is under way to examine different situations where we either
break integrability and/or introduce disorder.

We recently learned that two independent studies of the
dynamics of the entanglement spectrum in one-dimensional
models have appeared [34,41].
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APPENDIX A: EXACT SOLUTION OF THE ISING MODEL

In this appendix we show how to diagonalize the Hamilto-
nian in Eq. (4). We follow Ref. [4] quite closely.

By defining the raising and lowering operators σ±
j ≡ (σ z

j ∓
iσ

y

j )/2, Eq. (4) reads

H =−1

2

L∑
j=1

[(σ+
j σ+

j+1 + σ+
j σ−

j+1 + H.c.) + 2hσ+
j σ−

j ] + Lh

2
.

(A1)

Performing a Jordan-Wigner transformation by means of

cj ≡
j−1∏
k=1

(2σ+
k σ−

k − 1)σ+
j ,

(A2)

c
†
j ≡ σ−

j

j−1∏
k=1

(2σ+
k σ−

k − 1)
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allows us to rewrite the Hamiltonian Eq. (A1) in fermionic
form:

H = −1

2

L−1∑
j=1

[c†j+1cj + cj+1cj + H.c.]

+ α

2
[c†1cL + c1cL + H.c.] + h

L∑
j=1

c
†
j cj − Lh

2
, (A3)

where α ≡ ∏L
j=1(1 − 2c

†
j cj ) = ∏L

j=1 σx
j . It is easy to show

that α commutes with H , and therefore it is a constant of
motion; moreover, α2 = 1, so that α = ±1. As is manifest
from its definition, the case α = ±1 corresponds to the
case in which in the chain an even/odd number of down
spins is present, and, in fermionic language, to a chain with
antiperiodic/periodic boundary conditions (APBCs/PBCs) and
an even/odd number of fermions. We choose to work in the
sector of even parity in the number fermions, i.e., α = 1, being,
at finite size, the ground state of the model always in this sector.
One ends up with

H = −1

2

L∑
j=1

[(c†j+1cj + cj+1cj + H.c.) − 2hc
†
j cj ] − Lh

2
,

(A4)
with fermions satisfying APBCs. The diagonalization pro-
ceeds by means of a Fourier transform

cj ≡ eiπ/4

√
L

L−1∑
m=0

eipmj dm, (A5)

with pm ≡ 2π (m + 1/2)/L, in order to automatically imple-
ment the APBCs. With some algebra, it is possible to show
that the Hamiltonian takes the form

H = 1

2

L−1∑
m=0

(d†
m,dL−m−1)Mm

(
dm

d
†
L−m−1

)
(A6)

with

Mm ≡
(

Am −Bm

−Bm −Am

)
(A7)

and

Am ≡ h − cos pm, Bm ≡ sin pm (A8)

that, remarkably, satisfy AL−m−1 = Am, BL−m−1 = −Bm; i.e.,
the Hamiltonian decouples into the sum of L noninteracting
modes, each one independently diagonalizable.

The last step of the procedure consists of a Bogolyubov
transformation, which puts each Mm in diagonal form. The
eigenvalues of each Mm are given by the two values ±Em,
with

Em =
√

A2
m + B2

m, (A9)

and the orthogonal transformation Um making Mm diagonal,
i.e., giving U

†
mMmUm = diag(Em, − Em), is given by

Um ≡
(

um vm

−vm um

)
, (A10)

where

um =
−(−1)m Am+Em

Bm√
1 +

(
Am+Em

Bm

)2
, vm = −(−1)m√

1 +
(

Am+Em

Bm

)2
, (A11)

satisfying uL−m−1 = um, vL−m−1 = −vm. The diagonalizing
operators are (

bm

b
†
L−m−1

)
≡ Um

(
dm

d
†
L−m−1

)
(A12)

and the orthogonality of Um ensures their fermionic nature.
The Hamiltonian takes, by means of the inverse of Eq. (A12),
the final form

H =
L−1∑
m=0

Em

(
b†mbm − 1

2

)
, (A13)

and its ground state is, for α = 1, the vacuum state |GS〉
such that bm|GS〉 = 0. Excited states, in the APBC sector,
are obtained by applying couples of Bogolyubov creation
operators on |GS〉.

APPENDIX B: DYNAMICS OF THE ISING MODEL

In this appendix, we show how to describe the dynamics of
a state according to the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4). We follow the
procedure of Ref. [42].

The time evolution of the system in Eq. (4) is described by
the Heisenberg equation for the c operators:

i
d

dt
cj,H (t) = [cj,H (t),Hj,H (t)], (B1)

which can be rewritten as

i
d

dt
cj,H (t) =

L∑
k=1

[Ajk(t)ck,H (t) + Bjk(t)c†k,H (t)] (B2)

with

Ajk(t) ≡ h(t)δjk − 1
2 (δj,k+1 + δj+1,k − δj1δkL − δjLδk1),

Bjk(t) ≡ − 1
2 (δj+1,k − δj,k+1 + δj1δkL − δjLδk1).

(B3)

In order to solve such an equation, we make the following
ansatz, known as the time-dependent Bogolyubov transforma-
tion:

cj,H (t) ≡
L−1∑
m=0

[ujm(t)bm + v∗
jm(t)b†m], (B4)

with the initial conditions ujm(0) = ujm and vjm(0) = vjm

given by the exact solution:

ujm ≡ 1√
L

ei(pmj+ π
4 )um,

vjm ≡ 1√
L

ei(pmj+ π
4 )vm.

(B5)
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By putting the ansatz of Eq. (B4) in the Heisenberg equation,
we come to the set of linear coupled ODEs

i
d

dt
ujm(t) =

L∑
k=1

[Ajk(t)ukm(t) + Bjk(t)vkm(t)],

−i
d

dt
vjm(t) =

L∑
k=1

[Bjk(t)ukm(t) + Ajk(t)vkm(t)].

(B6)

APPENDIX C: BIPARTITE QUANTITIES IN FREE
FERMIONIC SYSTEMS

In this appendix we review computing the entanglement
entropy and the entanglement spectrum for free fermionic
systems.

As is known from recent literature [43,44] (see also
Refs. [45,46]), for fermionic biquadratic (static) Hamiltonians
the density matrix can be obtained from correlation functions.
In order to evaluate the time evolution of the entanglement
entropy and spectrum we need a step forward, which is the
introduction of Majorana fermions:

c̄2m−1 = c†m + cm, (C1)

c̄2m = i(c†m − cm), (C2)

which satisfy anticommutation rules {c̄r ,c̄s} = 2δrs . The cor-
relation matrix of the Majorana fermions has the form

〈c̄r c̄s〉 = δr,s + i�rs, (C3)

where r,s = 1, . . . ,2�. The matrix �rs is antisymmetric and
its eigenvalues are purely imaginary ±iνr , r = 1,�. It can be
shown that this matrix describes a set of uncorrelated (true)
fermions {am} satisfying

〈aman〉 = 0, 〈a†
man〉 = δmn

1 + νn

2
. (C4)

Each of the � blocks is then in the state ρj = pja
†
j |0〉〈0|aj +

(1 − pj )|0〉〈0|, with pj = (1 + νj )/2 so that the entropy is
the sum of the single-particle entropies, thus yielding for the
reduced �-site system

S(�) =
l∑

j=1

H2

(
1 + νj

2

)
, (C5)

where H2(x) ≡ −x log2 x − (1 − x) log2(1 − x). The eigen-
values λj , j = 1, . . . ,2� of the reduced density matrix can
in principle be found by taking properly chosen products of
either pj or

(
1 − pj

)
, with j = 1, . . . ,� [47].

The procedure described above works equally well for the
time-dependent case, provided that the Majorana fermions are
constructed using the time-evolved true fermions ci,H (t). In
this way we can obtain the time-dependent entropy S(�,t) and
entanglement spectrum λi(�,t).
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